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Abstract
The control of nonholonomic wheeled mobile robots (WMRs) has gained a lot of attention
in the field of robotics over the past few decades as WMRs provide an increased range of
motion resulting in a larger workspace. This research focuses on the application of Model
Predictive Control (MPC) for real-time trajectory tracking of a nonholonomic WMR. MPC
is a control strategy in which the control law is designed based on optimizing a cost func-
tion. The input and output constraints that may arise in practical situations can be directly
incorporated into the control system using MPC. Computation time is the biggest hurdle in
adapting MPC strategies for trajectory tracking. This research applies a non-feasible active
set MPC algorithm developed in [1] which is faster than the traditional active set methods
(ASMs). A discrete-time linear model of a general WMR is used for the simulation. MAT-
LAB simulations are performed for tracking circular as well as square trajectories using
the discretized WMR model and the non-feasible ASM (NF-ASM). The performance of
NF-ASM is compared to two other well-known traditional algorithms, i.e. Fletcher’s ASM
and MATLAB’s Quadratic Programming algorithm. It is shown that, although all these
algorithms are capable of providing satisfactory trajectory tracking performance, NF-ASM
is a better choice in terms of the simulation time and required number of iterations for real-
time trajectory tracking of any type as long as the constraints on the inputs stay active for a
long period during the simulation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Wheeled Mobile Robot
Control
Mobile robot control is an area of research that has attracted a lot of attention recently due to
the need for autonomous systems. Although the field of robotics has achieved great success
in the manufacturing sector, these industrial robots suffer from the major disadvantage of
the lack of mobility. Robot manipulators with a fixed base allow limited range of motion
and a significantly small workspace compared to robots mounted on movable bases, i.e. a
Wheeled Mobile Robots (WMRs).
When applying control to a standard moving vehicle setup, it is important to realize that
the motion of the wheels is restricted thus only some instantaneous directions of motion can
be achieved. As an example, consider the parallel parking manoeuvre for the car shown in
Fig. 1.1. It is not possible to drive a car sideways, as shown using the dotted arrow line in
the figure, to achieve parallel parking. One has to make a ritualistic manoeuvre (shown
with solid lines in figure) of first moving parallel to the car upfront and then reversing with
the wheels turned towards the curb to achieve parallel parking. This type of system, where
it is not possible to achieve motion in certain directions in an instantaneous manner, is
called a nonholonomic system.
1
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Figure 1.1: Parallel Parking of a WMR
There is extensive literature available on the introduction and problem formulation for
nonholonomic systems. The book by Sastry, Murray and Li [2] offers a good introduction to
the nonholonomic systems. Another book by Neimark and Fufaev [3] explains the dynamic
modeling of nonholonomic systems.
The control design theory of simple WMRs is developed in [4, 5, 6] and example ap-
plications of variants of this theory are presented in [7, 8, 9]. Optimal control design tech-
niques and their applications to nonholonomic WMRs are detailed in [10, 11]. The path
planning of WMRs in the presence of obstacles is explained in [12, 13] and in the presence
of constraints is given in [14, 15]. Recently, adaptive techniques are also used to control
WMRs [16, 17]. The control design theory of WMRs with trailers attached to them is
developed in [18, 19] and example applications of variants of this theory are presented in
[20, 21, 22].
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1.1 Model Classification
The control modeling of a nonholonomic system is generally classified into two groups
[23]:
1) The kinematic model
2) The dynamic model
The kinematic model provides the mathematics of motion of a WMR without consid-
ering the forces responsible for that motion. On the other hand, the dynamic model takes
into account the forces causing the WMR to move.
1.1.1 Kinematic Model
In a kinematic model, the control inputs to the system are generally linear and angular ve-
locity variables. The kinematic model of a nonholonomic system is given by the following
equation [23]:
ẋ = g1(x)u1 + g2(x)u2 + ...+ gm(x)um (1.1.1)
where x = [x1x2...xn]′ is the state vector, gi(x) and ui (i = 1, 2, ...m) are the specified
vector fields and the control inputs , respectively.
In [2], it is shown that the kinematic model of a system is completely nonholonomic
if the rank of the controllability Lie algebra computed by the iterated Lie brackets of
g1(x), g2(x), ..., gm(x) is n. Lie algebra makes it possible to determine the controllabil-
ity of nonlinear systems. The complete nonholonomy of a system implies that all points
in the space are reachable even under the imposition of constraints. Hence, the kinematic
model of the system is completely controllable as long as it is completely nonholonomic.
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For simplicity of the control design, the model described in (1) is transformed into
different forms. For example, for a system with two inputs, i.e. m = 2, the chained form








and the power form in which the derivative of each successive state is dependent on an
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It is important to note that the model in (1.1.1) not only includes the evolutionary dy-
namics of the system but it also incorporates the constraints. Hence, the control of this type
of system will automatically abide by the constraints imposed on the system.
A traditional example of a kinematic model is the Reed-Shepp’s car [24]:
ẋc = v cos θ
ẏc = v sin θ
θ̇ = ω (1.1.2)
where (xc, yc) is the geometric center as well as the center of the mass of the WMR, θ de-
notes the orientation of the WMR with respect to the horizontal axis, v is the linear velocity
and ω is the angular velocity of the wheels. Since the wheels cannot move sideways, we
have the following nonholonomic constraint that must be imposed on the system:
ẋc sin θ − ẏc cos θ = 0
The control inputs to (1.1.2) are the forward velocity v and the angular velocity ω of
the WMR. By using the following state and control transformation:
x1 = xc cos θ + yc sin θ
x2 = θ
x3 = xc sin θ − yc cos θ
u1 = v − ωx3
u2 = ω
we obtain the kinematic power form:




In fact, any system with three states and two inputs can be converted to the kinematic
power form [105].
1.1.2 Dynamic Model
In a dynamic model, the control inputs to the system are generally force and torque vari-
ables. The dynamic model of a nonholonomic system is given by the following equation
[23]:
qi
ri = ui, i = 1, 2, ...,m (1.1.3)
subject to constraints of the form:
ẋ = g1(x)q1 + g2(x)q2 + ...+ gm(x)qm (1.1.4)
where x = [x1x2...xn]′ is the state vector, qi and ri (i = 1, 2, ...m) are the outputs and the
order of the time differentiations, respectively.
It is assumed that the constraints described in (1.1.4) are completely nonholonomic.
Just as in the case of the kinematic model, the dynamic model described by (1.1.3) and
(1.1.4) can be transformed into a single set of equations in chained or power form. As an
example, consider again the model of the WMR described in (1.1.2). We can obtain the
following dynamic model for the system [23]:


















ẍc sin θ − ẏc cos θ = 0 (1.1.5)
where F1 is the pushing force in the direction of the heading angle, τ1 is the steering torque
about the vertical axis through the center of the mass, m is the mass of the robot, Ic is the
moment of inertia and λ is the scalar constraint multiplier.




The details of this transformation can be found in [25].
1.2 The WMR Model
A WMR consists of a solid base with an optionally mounted manipulator arm which is
used to perform a predefined task. The base has wheels to add mobility. Since this research
focuses on the motion tracking of the WMR, it is assumed that the WMR is not equipped
with a manipulator. This leads to a simple schematic of the WMR given in Fig. 1.2. Also,
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this research focuses on the impact of changing the speed and steering velocity on the mo-








Figure 1.2: The Orientation and Position of the WMR
In order to find a kinematic model for the WMR, it is assumed that the robot is a
rigid body and has non-deforming wheels. It is also assumed that the robot moves without
slipping, i.e. the translational motion of the robot is solely due to the rolling of the wheels
on the ground. Under these assumptions, the nonlinear rear-wheeled kinematic model of
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the WMR, shown in Fig. 1.2, is given by [26]:
ẋ(t) = v1(t) cos θ(t)




φ̇(t) = v2(t) (1.2.1)
where (x, y) represents the position of the robot, θ denotes the orientation of the WMR with
respect to the horizontal axis, φ is the steering angle and l is the distance between the two
axles of the car as shown in Fig. 1.2. The control inputs to (1.2.1) are the linear velocity of
the WMR, v1, and its steering velocity, v2. The
[
x y θ φ
]
in the above representation
completely defines the location and orientation of a WMR at a particular instance in time.
The Model given in (1.2.1) is nonlinear. To simplify the model for trajectory tracking,
a linearized error model is developed by computing the Jacobian matrix of the nonlinear
system defined in (1.2.1) and evaluating it at the reference point (xd, yd, θd, φd). This lin-
earized state space model of the WMR is given below [27]:























0 0 −vd1(t) sin θd(t) 0
0 0 vd1(t) cos θd(t) 0
0 0 0 vd1(t)
lcos2θd(t)













In the above linearized model (1.2.2), the two control inputs are the difference in the
actual and desired linear velocities (v1 − vd1) and the difference in the actual and desired
steering velocities (v2−vd2). In this research, we put constraints on these control inputs. In
other words, we put constraints on the deviation of the linear and steering velocities from
their reference values.
1.3 Controllability of the WMR
Controllability of a linear system is defined as its ability to achieve any point in its state-
space by using bounded control inputs [26]. To determine whether a linear system is con-
trollable, a controllability matrix is determined from the state space form of that system. A
linear system is said to be controllable if its controllability matrix has full rank. For a linear






B(t) A(t)B(t) A2(t)B(t) ... An−1B(t)
]
If the rank of Ctrb is n, the linear system is controllable. In other words, it is possible
to achieve any point in the state-space of the system by using bounded inputs.
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By computing the controllability matrix of the linearized WMR model developed in the





















0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Since all the rows and the first four columns of Ctrb are independent of each other as
long as vd1(t) is not zero, the rank of Ctrb is 4 which is equal to the size of the system
matrix A(t). When vd1(t) becomes zero, the above controllability matrix loses full rank.
Hence, the linearized WMR model in (1.2.2) is completely controllable as long as the
reference input velocity vd1(t) is not zero. This result allows us to use MPC for trajectory
tracking [26]. The continuous-time state-space model of (1.2.2) is converted into discrete-
time model and is used for optimization.
1.4 Problem Statement
The purpose of this research is to establish a trajectory tracking control technique for non-
holonomic WMRs. While doing so, we would like to ensure that the system is able to:
1. Perform real-time control of the WMR.
2. Allow for an easy application of input and state constraints that may arise in practical
situations.
3. Allow for the tuning of the final control law to obtain good transient performance.
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4. Allow for the control design optimization in a systematic manner.
Although different control techniques have been established over the years to solve the
WMR trajectory tracking problem [4, 5, 6], most of them do not allow easy control law
tuning and incorporation of constraints. Model Predictive Control (MPC) technique meets
the design requirements 2−4. However, traditionally, it is not used for the control of WMR
due to its high computational burden and high time consumption. In this research, a linear
MPC is applied which uses a non-feasible active set method (NF-ASM) from [1]. This
ASM is much faster than the traditional active set methods. To compare the performance
of this ASM, Fletcher’s Active Set Method (FL-ASM) developed in [28] and MATLAB’s
Quadratic Programming (QP) algorithm are also applied to the WMR.
1.5 Structure of the Thesis
As explained in the previous section, this research uses NF-ASM with the linear MPC tech-
nique for the trajectory tracking of a WMR. To compare the performance of NF-ASM, two
traditional methods, namely FL-ASM and MATLAB’s Quadratic Programming (QP) algo-
rithm, are also used to control the WMR and make it track different types of trajectories.
NF-ASM uses a different approach from the traditional ASMs in that the intermediate solu-
tions of the algorithm do not enforce all constraints and hence, multiple active set changes
can be made per iteration. Experimental results have shown that the applied algorithm can
converge faster than other algorithms by as much as 40 times.
In Chapter 2, a review of control literature on nonholonomic systems is conducted. The
MPC algorithms used for trajectory tracking and cost function minimization are explained
in Chapter 3. The overall control structure and simulation setup is presented in Chapter
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4. The simulation results are discussed in Chapter 5 and a brief conclusion of the thesis is
presented in Chapter 6. Finally, the MATLAB code is presented in the appendices.
Chapter 2
Control of Nonholonomic Systems
It is not straightforward to control a nonholonomic system, as opposed to a holonomic
system where the motion is possible in any direction without restrictions. The relative dif-
ficulty of the control problem depends on the nature of the nonholonomic system (i.e. its
model) as well as the control objective. It is possible to use classical nonlinear control tech-
niques if the control objectives are to stabilize a system to certain trajectories [29], stabi-
lization around a region where the equilibrium exists [30, 31, 32], dynamic path following
[33, 34] and output tracking [35, 36]. On the other hand, the standard nonlinear control
techniques cannot be used for control objectives such as motion planning [2, 37, 38] and
stabilization to an equilibrium state.
2.1 Traditional Nonholonomic Control Techniques
In [39] and [40], authors show that it is neither possible to stabilize the nonlinear plant
directly with time invariant feedback nor possible to apply nonholonomic integrators or
schemes such as feedback linearization.
Over the years, many techniques have been employed to mitigate the aforementioned
14
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problem. Sliding mode control is employed in [41]. Time-varying feedback laws [42],
hybrid control laws [43] and dynamic feedback linearization [44] are also used to solve
the above problem. Recently, robust adaptive controls [17, 16] and MPC are also used to
control a WMR. The next sections provide a brief overview of all these techniques and the
advantages/disadvantages associated with them.
2.1.1 Sliding Mode Control
The sliding mode technique develops different time-invariant control laws that ensure the
Lyapunov stability of the nonholonomic system. The state feedback control law switches
between these time-invariant laws and is, therefore, not continuous in time. The switching
decisions are based on the type of tracked trajectory. The sliding mode approach transforms
a higher-order system into first-order system which simplifies control design and analysis.
In [41], a control law for the stabilization and tracking problem of a nonholonomic
system is developed. By utilizing sliding mode theory, a feedback law is generated that
globally asymptotically stabilizes WMR to origin.
The major disadvantage in the development of this technique is that the initial condi-
tions of the system need to be specified and are bounded within a region. This limits the
scope of this technique in practical situations. Also, the overall feedback law is discontin-
uous. This discontinuity could cause erroneous results if the delays in the system are not
considered carefully. The major advantages of this technique are robustness and high accu-
racy. However, this technique is sensitive to parameter variation and the sudden switching
between the controllers causes high frequency variation which creates ”chattering effects”.
The switching delay, which is defined as the time interval between the deviation from the
constraints to the actual measurement time, also affects the performance of the system. The
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increase in switching delay raises the probability of a constraint violation as the controller
is not able to react immediately to any deviation in the system. It is possible to reduce the
response time of the system by using a very high feedback gain but this method increases
the required control effort and hence, is seldom used in practical scenarios. Another disad-
vantage of this technique is that the control design optimization is not intuitively possible.
2.1.2 Time-varying Feedback Laws and Dynamic Feedback Lineariza-
tion
In [44], separate control techniques are applied for trajectory tracking and posture stabi-
lization. Three different techniques are used for trajectory tracking and their results are
compared: 1) Dynamic feedback linearization using a nonlinear controller, 2) Simple lin-
ear feedback design of an input to linearize the error dynamic around a reference trajectory
and 3) Nonlinear feedback design of the input based on Lyapunov function. It is shown that
the dynamic feedback linearization control performs better than other controllers in terms
of tracking error. It was observed that for a simple linear feedback design, the initial condi-
tions also affect that trajectory tracking as larger tracking error is observed when a non-zero
input velocity is used. The main disadvantage of the above controller implementations is
that there is no easy way to incorporate output constraints. Also, only a smooth eight-
shaped path is tracked. Abruptly changing trajectories such as a square or a rectangular
path is not tracked. It is expected that the tracking error at the corners of such trajecto-
ries would be sufficiently high since PD gains are used to tune the controller. Increasing
the PD gains would be one way to reduce the tracking error but it would slow down the
speed of the controller. Since WMR requires real-time control, computational workload is
one important aspect to be used for controller performance comparison. However, no time
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requirements to perform the trajectory tracking task are given in the paper.
For posture stabilization, four different controllers are used in [44]: 1) Smooth time
varying stabilization 2) Non-smooth time varying stabilization 3) Design using polar coor-
dinates and 4) Dynamic feedback linearization. It is shown that smooth and non-smooth
time varying stabilizations are very slow, erratic and hard to tune. On the other hand, de-
sign with polar coordinates and dynamic feedback linearization are fast and the response is
natural as opposed to erratic in the case of other controllers. It is also easy to tune and opti-
mize the final controller using these two controllers especially in case of dynamic feedback
linearization since PD control gains are used.
The major advantage of dynamic feedback linearization over polar coordinates is that
the designed controller is in a general form and can be applied to different WMR models.
The major disadvantage of the WMR controller design explained in [44] is that separate
controllers are used for posture stabilization and trajectory tracking. Hence, the overall
control effort is significant. Also, robustness in terms of disturbance rejection is not tested.
2.1.3 Hybrid Control Laws
Hybrid control laws make use of continuous time as well as discrete time controllers to
achieve feedback stabilization. A two-level control structure is used in hybrid control strat-
egy, in which the top-level controller is a discrete-time switching control which switches
between multiple continuous time or discrete time low-level controllers based on a prede-
fined set of rules. This control technique is applicable to both chained form [45, 46, 47]
and power form nonholonomic systems [48]. The chained form control design proposed in
[45, 46] offers exponential convergence of the states to the origin and the one proposed in
[47] offers stabilization to a small neighborhood of the origin.
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Discrete time supervisory controllers are used in [25, 49, 50] to switch between low
level continuous time-invariant feedback controllers. Each low level controller is used to
track a certain straight trajectory while the high level discrete time controller ensures that
the overall desired trajectory is successfully followed. An application of this technique can
be found in [51, 52] for the position control of an under-actuated spacecraft using torque
as the input.
The theory of a hybrid control law is proposed in [43] where multiple controllers are
used to achieve asymptotic stability. Logic-based switching is performed to pick a con-
troller that generates an appropriate control signal to achieve stabilization. This technique
is helpful in the control of nonholonomic systems with parametric uncertainty.
The major disadvantage of hybrid control technique is that there is no direct way of
optimizing the controller and it is hard to incorporate input and output constraints. Also,
the controller switching is a discontinuous process where the switching decision is made
based on the initial conditions. Since the initial conditions vary continuously, there is a
hidden possibility of indecision at the boundaries of the controller selection regions.
2.1.4 Robust and Adaptive Control Laws
In [17], robust adaptive motion/force tracking control of uncertain nonholonomic Lagrangian
mechanical systems with classical nonholonomic constraints is established. The Lagrangian
system is classified into kinematic control and dynamic control. Lagrangian system’s kine-
matic and dynamic equations are converted into chained form. Further transformation nar-
rows down the tracking problem to finding the motor torque, such that trajectory tracking
is successfully accomplished. The robust control law with uncertainties, such as unknown
inertia values, is established. The controller consists of two parts. In the first part, an
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embedded input ensures the tracking of desired trajectory if mechanical dynamics are not
present. The second part of the controller regulates the contact force by utilizing torque
as an input. The advantage of the proposed algorithm is that the controller has the ability
to deal with uncertain systems where the model parameters are changing with time or are
completely unknown and unmeasurable. The algorithm also considers input constraints.
However, it ignores output constraints. Since the system is time varying, the control al-
gorithm for tracking is computationally extensive. Design optimization is not discussed in
this work.
2.1.5 Optimal Control Using Neural Networks
Neural networks are also used in controls literature to predict the future trajectory of the
WMRs. In [53] , an optimal control trajectory is computed using neural networks in the
presence of obstacles. However, a nonlinear model of a WMR is used for trajectory tracking
and hence, adds to the computational workload. In [54], a path following problem is solved
for a WMR by using neural networks for optimal control trajectory computation. The
design is based on optimizing the control law to minimize the error between the actual and
reference trajectory.
2.1.6 Kalman Filtering
In practical scenarios, the state values are determined by using sensors and are not accurate
due to disturbances. Kalman filtering is a techniques used to account for these disturbances.
It is based on a set of mathematical equations that allow estimation of the states of a process
recursively while minimizing the mean of the squared error [55]. The incorporation of the
state constraints is not easy with this technique, however, it has been done in [56] for
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nonlinear vehicle tracking.
Kalman filtering technique can be used with different control designs to accurately
predict the states of a system at any time instance. For example, it has been used with the
model predictive control technique in [57] for accurately estimating the states of a WMR
and in [58] for estimating the orientation and position of a WMR.
2.2 Modern Nonholonomic Control Techniques
There are three main problems with the control design solutions described above:
1. They do not allow an easy application of input and state constraints that may arise in
practical situations.
2. There is no easy way to tune the final control law to obtain good transient perfor-
mance.
3. Control signal optimization is not quite as systematic.
All these problems can be directly addressed by applying MPC to the WMR problem.
The major difference between MPC and other classical optimal control techniques such as
H2 and H∞ is that it solves an optimal control problem over a finite horizon as opposed to
an infinite horizon. Hence, MPC is an optimal control strategy in which the control law is
designed based on minimizing a cost function over a finite horizon window. Although MPC
is not a new optimal control strategy, researchers have only recently started employing
it to control nonholonomic WMRs. The methods of optimization applied in MPC have
the distinct advantage that they allow the system to directly implement input and state
constraints that may arise in practical situations. The following subsections inform the
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readers of the control literature available on linear and nonlinear MPC for the control of
WMRs.
2.2.1 Nonlinear Model Predictive Control
Although nonlinear MPC techniques are well developed [59, 60], researchers have started
employing it only recently to control WMR mainly because of the contemporary develop-
ment in processor technology. Nonlinear MPC algorithms require excessive computations
and hence, faster processors are required for their implementation.
In [61], a discrete-time nonlinear MPC technique is developed for trajectory tracking
of WMR. The cost function used is given by the following equation:
V (x, k, u) =
k+N−1∑
i=k
l(x(i),u(i)) + F (x(k +N))
where u = u(k), u(k + 1), ..., u(k +N − 1) and x(i) := xu(i; (x, k)). It depends on the
future control trajectory u and the state vector x. Therefore, the minimization of this cost
function reduces the error between the actual and reference trajectory using minimum con-
trol effort.




[ê2t (τ) + λû
2
t (τ)]dτ
where ût and êt are the predicted input and error trajectories over the interval [t,∞). Hence,
the cost minimization is done over an infinite time horizon. In both these papers, a nonlinear
WMR model is used for stabilization.
In [15], a nonlinear model of a WMR is controlled by using a nonlinear MPC algorithm
in state-space form. The problems of point stabilization and trajectory tracking are solved
in the paper. A novel cost function is minimized over the prediction horizon.
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In [27], a nonlinear WMR is controlled to perform trajectory tracking using nonlin-
ear MPC which leads to a non-convex optimization problem. Constrained Optimization
is done in which two different cost functions are minimized using MATLAB QP algo-
rithm and the results are compared. The standard quadratic cost function that penalizes
the changes in control inputs and the tracking error show slow convergence to the desired
trajectory. Hence, a modified cost function is minimized in a bid to reduce the convergence
rate. The modified cost function first proposed in [15] uses exponentially increasing state
weighting and the results show significant improvement in the system response in terms of
convergence rate. It is shown that the nonlinear MPC is not implementable in real time for
prediction horizons longer than 10 seconds.
2.2.2 Linear Model Predictive Control
In the absence of constraints, the MPC algorithm applied to a linear system is quite fast
and is well handled by linear, quadratic and Gaussian controls [63]. The biggest hurdle
in applying MPC control is that computation time may be excessive when constraints are
present and does not always allow for real time control. Over the years, many control
algorithms have been developed to solve a constrained MPC problem which is setup in
a Quadratic Programming (QP) form. These algorithms can be classified into two major
groups:
1. Active Set Methods (ASMs)
2. Interior Point Methods (IPMs)
Theoretically, ASMs require exponential and IPMs require polynomial number of itera-
tions in the worst case to solve a QP problem [64]. In [65], however, a detailed comparison
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study is conducted by applying ASMs and IPMs to randomly generated QP problems and
it is concluded that ASMs are a better option in terms of computation time and number of
iterations if there are only a few number of constraints and decision variables in a problem.
The decision variables are computed by multiplying the number of inputs by the prediction
horizon. In our case, there are only two inputs to the WMR and only two constraints that
are applied to the inputs. Therefore, ASMs are a good choice to reduce the computational
complexity in our case, provided the prediction horizon is kept small.
A traditional quadratic cost function that needs to be minimized over a finite prediction










subject to linear constraints:
A(k)U ≤ b(k) (2.2.2)
where U(k) =
[
u(k)′ u(k + 1)′ ... u(K + P − 1)′
]
is the computed future control tra-
jectory and ū(i) = u(i)−u(i−1) is the difference between the current and the past controls
signal values, i.e. the change in control input at each sampling instance. Q and R are diag-
onal matrices used for penalizing any changes in input or error variables. These matrices
can be used for tuning purposes to improve the transient performance of the system.
In [11, 66], Generalized Predictive Control is used to solve the path following problem
for a WMR. The control design is simplified by assuming that the input is simply the
angular velocity and that the linear velocity remains constant. Hence, a single input linear
model is used for the optimization problem. The optimization involves the minimization of
a cost function that depends on the error between the actual and the reference trajectory.
In [67], a nonlinear model of a boat is linearized about different equilibrium points. A
discrete event controller is used to switch between these linear models based on the yaw
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rate. The system is then setup as a QP problem and an MPC algorithm is used to perform
the dynamic path following optimization. A quadratic cost function is used which not only
minimizes the error between the reference path and the actual path, but also minimizes the
control effort, i.e. the rudder rate. The effects of changing MPC parameters such as the
cost function matrices, the prediction horizon and the sampling time are also analyzed in
detail in the report. It is shown that the simulation time required is small enough for real
time implementation due to the use of the linear models.
In [27], a continuous-time nonlinear kinematic model for a nonholonomic WMR is
discretized using Euler approximation. The key idea consists of using a successive lin-
earization approach, yielding a linear time-varying description of the system [68]. Due to
this linearization, the control problem becomes convex and hence, is quicker to solve than
a non-convex problem faced when a nonlinear model of WMR is solved using nonlinear
MPC. The linearization is performed using the Jacobian method and the linear model is
converted to the state space form. The optimal trajectory tracking problem is setup as a
QP problem and is solved using MATLAB’s QP algorithm. The performance of the linear
MPC is compared with a nonlinear MPC using the same setup. It is concluded that, in
comparison with nonlinear MPC, the linear MPC has promising applications for problems
which require longer prediction horizons.
Chapter 3
The Linear MPC Algorithms
In this chapter, we discuss the different algorithms used in this research along with the
LMPC technique to solve a quadratic programming problem.
MPC is an optimal control strategy in which the control law is designed based on min-
imizing a cost function over a finite horizon window. The methods of optimization applied
in MPC have the distinct advantage that they allow the system to directly implement con-
trol and state constraints that may arise in practical situations. There are three distinct
advantages of using MPC as opposed to other techniques to control WMR:
1. MPC allows an easy application of input and state constraints that may arise in prac-
tical situations.
2. It is easy to tune the final control law to obtain good transient performance.
3. Control signal optimization is systematic.
MPC is not a new optimal control strategy. The major difference between MPC and
other classical optimal control techniques such as H2 and H∞ is that it solves an optimal
control problem over a finite horizon as opposed to an infinite horizon.
25
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The biggest hurdle in applying MPC control is that computation time may be exces-
sive when constraints are present and does not always allow for real time control. Active
Set Methods are generally used to solve a constrained MPC problem which is setup in a
quadratic programming form. ASMs usually require fewer variables to describe a problem,
which decreases the computational workload and in turn, decreases the time required for
each iteration. One of the well known ASMs algorithm is Fletcher’s ASM. In Fletcher’s
ASM, single change to active set are made per iteration to ensure that even the intermediate
solutions do not violate the input and the output constraints. This increases the number of
iterations required to solve the MPC problem where a greater number of input and output
constraints are present. To mitigate this problem, Non-Feasible Active Set Method (NF-
ASM) is introduced [1], which further increases the speed of the Fletcher’s ASM by making
multiple changes to active set per iteration. Also, in Fletcher’s ASM, changes to active set
method are based on the magnitude of the largest constraint violation.On the other hand,
NF-ASM makes left to right changes (w.r.t. time) to the set of active constraints. In other
words, changes that occurred earlier in time are considered before the changes that occurred
later in time, which results in implemented control being closer to the final optimal control.
Both the Fletcher’s Algorithm and the non-feasible algorithm explained in [1] are applied
to the linearized model (1.2.2) for trajectory tracking and cost function minimization over










subject to linear constraints:
A(k)U ≤ b(k) (3.0.2)
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where U(k) =
[
u(k)′ u(k + 1)′ ... u(K + P − 1)′
]
is the computed future control tra-
jectory and ū(i) = u(i) − u(i − 1) is the difference between the current and the future
controls signals, i.e. the change in control input at each sampling instance. Q and R are di-
agonal matrices used for penalizing any changes in input or error variables. These matrices
can be used for tuning purposes to improve the transient performance of the system.
The pseudo-codes of NF-ASM and FL-ASM are given in the following sections. For
more details on these algorithms, the readers are recommended to refer to [1] and [28].
3.1 Non-feasible Active Set Method
The steps taken by the NF-ASM are summarized below. Two important variables used in
the algorithm are the Lagrange multiplier L and the flagging curve F . Each constraint is
given its own lagrange multiplier. An L > 0 indicates that the constraint is active and
an L=0 indicates that the constraint is inactive. A flagging curve is used to indicate the
constraints that need to be added or removed from the active set. For more details on the
algorithm, it is suggested that the reader refers to [64].
NF-ASM [64]:
1. Given an initial constraint set I0, calculate all initial conditions, including the control
curve U0, the Lagrange multipliers L0 and the flagging curve F 0. Set the iteration
number to k = 0.
2. Check if the control and Lagrange multipliers lead to termination conditions. If they
do then terminate the algorithm with the constrained solution U∗C = U
k, otherwise
increment the iteration number to k = k + 1.
3. Choose the index iu flagged for active set changes.
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4. Separate a flagging curve F kiu that applies only to the control curve which will have
active set changes.
5. Form an amended flagging curve F kiu which includes only the first segment of con-
straint changes that will be used on this iteration.
6. Adjust the current active set Ik based on the amended flagging curve F kiu
7. Calculate the new control curve Uk and associated Lagrange multipliers Lk.




9. Return to step 2.
3.2 Fletcher’s Active Set Method
The steps taken in FL-ASM as described in [64] are given below:
FL-ASM [64]:
1. Given feasible initial conditions, U0, and I0, set k = 1





δ́Hδ + δ́f (k) (3.2.1)
subject to A′iδ = 0, i ∈ Ik−1
where f (k) = f +HUk−1, then set Ĩk−1 = Ik−1 and skip to step 4.
3. Compute Lagrange multipliers Lk−1 and solve
q = arg min
iεIk−1
Lk−1i (3.2.2)
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if Lk−1q ≥ 0, terminate the algorithm with U∗ = Uk−1; otherwise remove q from






δ́Hδ + δ́f (k) (3.2.3)
subject to A′iδ = 0, i ∈ Ik−1 for the direction vector sk = δ.
5. Find αk from the maximum allowable growth,











and set Uk+1 = Uk + αksk
6. If αk < 1, add p = argαk to Ĩk−1, and then set the new active index Ik.
7. Set k = k + 1 and go to step 2.
3.3 Differences Between NF-ASM and FL-ASM
The main reason why NF-ASM works faster than FL-ASM is that NF-ASM makes multiple
changes to the active set per iteration. For example, in the best case scenario, if there are
25 constraint violations for a computed control curve U , it would take FL-ASM at least 25
iterations to solve the problem (one active set change per iteration). On the other hand, NF-
ASM can potentially solve this problem in only one iteration. Table 3.1 lists the differences
between the FL-ASM and NF-ASM [1].
As an example, let us consider a system with two inputs. The interleaved unconstrained
control curve computed for this problem is given in Fig. 3.1. Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 show the
individual control curves u1 and u2. It is clear from Fig. 3.2 that control curve u1 violates
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Table 3.1: Differences between FL-ASM and NF-ASM
FL-ASM NF-ASM
One active set change per iteration Multiple active set changes per iteration
(for example, both upper and lower bound
constraint violations are considered at
every iteration)
Changes made based on the magnitude Changes made from left to right w.r.t time
of the largest constraint violation (i.e. the constraints that are violated
earlier in time are considered first)
One active set change per iteration Changes performed in blocks
(i.e. if multiple connected samples of
the control curve violate the constraints,
the active set is modified to incorporate
all of those segments)
All intermediate solutions obtained Intermediate solutions obtained at the
at the end of each iteration must end of each iteration may not satisfy
satisfy all constraints all constraints (i.e. infeasible solutions
w.r.t. constraints may be obtained)
the upper bound constraint during the time interval 1 − 3 seconds and the lower bound
constraint during the interval 3− 4 seconds. On the other hand, Fig. 3.3 shows that control
curve u2 violates the upper bound constraint during the time interval 2− 3 seconds and it
does not violate the lower bound constraint. With FL-ASM, we would make changes to the
active set based on the magnitude of the highest constraint violation. The highest constraint
violation occurs in u2 during the time interval 2 − 3 seconds. Hence, only this part of the
control signal will be modified in the next iteration. On the other hand, the NF-ASM makes
changes from left to right with respect to time and starts with the constraint violations that
occur earlier in time. The first upper bound and lower bound constraint violations occur in
signal u1. Hence, the active set will be changed based on these constraint violation. The
upper bound constraint violation for the control signal u2 will not be considered for active
set changes in the current iteration. Hence, a non-feasible solution may be obtained at the
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Figure 3.1: Example of an Interleaved Control Curve
end of iteration since the constraint violation of u2 is not dealt with. Also, since the upper
bound violations of u1 during 1 − 2 seconds and 2 − 3 seconds occur consecutively (i.e.
the two violations are ”connected” to each other), they will be considered as one block
and changes to them will be made in a single iteration. This process of making changes
in blocks as opposed to a single active set change per iteration is the primary reason why
NF-ASM works faster that FL-ASM.
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Figure 3.2: Control Input u1












Figure 3.3: Control Input u2
Chapter 4
MPC Simulations for the WMR
In this Chapter, the overview of the applied technique to tracking a trajectory using WMR is
presented. Also, the performance metrics used to compare the performance of the different
algorithms used in linear MPC technique are detailed. Different reference trajectories are
also generated using MATLAB’s ordinary differential equations solver (ODE45) on the
model (1.2.1) and the results are discussed. Finally, different simulation setup used to
gather results are listed and the rationale behind using these setups is explained.
4.1 The Overall Control Structure
For a trajectory tracking problem, a reference trajectory is generated by solving the system
of differential equations given in (1.2.1). The difference of the reference trajectory and the
actual trajectory of the WMR (i.e. the trajectory error) is fed to the MPC. The MPC gener-
ates an optimized control input trajectory. Since receding horizon MPC is used, therefore,
only the first part of the optimized control trajectory is fed to the linearized WMR model
to calculate the output trajectory of the WMR. It is important to note that the linear WMR
model described in (1.2.2) is time-variant. Hence, a feedback loop structure is used where
the the control input to the MPC changes based on the changing system and input matrices
33
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Figure 4.1: The Overall Control Scheme
4.2 System Specifications for Simulations
For all simulations, a standard Laptop PC (Toshiba M700) is used with Intel(R) Core 2 Duo
CPU, 2.20 GHz, 2.00 GB RAM and a 32-bit Windows 7 Operating System. It is important
to note that the time measurements in the simulations are done for comparison purposes
only. Generally, time measurements are variable and depend strongly on the CPU status.
Hence, each simulation is conducted 25 times and the average value of time is presented as
the final result in the next Chapter.
4.3 Performance Metrics
In order to compare the performance of NF-ASM with FL-ASM and MATLAB’s QP algo-
rithm, three performance metrics are used:
1. Total cost value gives a measure of the quality of solution. The tracking problem is
setup as a minimization problem. Hence, the lower the cost, the better the quality of
solution. The cost function penalizes both the tracking error and the input changes.
Hence, by minimizing the cost, we are actually minimizing the control effort and the
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state errors to achieve better tracking performance. MPC allows us to give prece-
dence to either tracking error reduction or control input minimization by changing
the relative weighting in the cost function.
2. Time per iteration gives a measure of the speed of the algorithm. This parameter
is important because it tells us whether an algorithm can solve a given problem in
real-time.
3. Number of iterations (or Total time consumed) to converge to a solution gives a
measure of the computational workload and the overall convergence speed of the
algorithm.
To ensure unbiased results, exactly the same values for MPC tuning parameters for each
simulation set are used. These parameters include the prediction horizon, Q = q × Is and
R = r× Ii (where Is is the identity matrix of size 4× 4 and Ii is the identity matrix of size
2× 2).
4.4 The Trajectory Tracking Process
A continuous-time trajectory [xd yd θd φf ] is generated using the process explained in
the last section. This trajectory is discretized and a linear MPC algorithm is then used
iteratively to track the reference trajectory on a point-by-point basis.
An example reference trajectory is shown is Fig. 4.2. The points labeled A − E are
obtained through the discretization process using a certain sampling rate and are succes-
sively tracked from left to right using linear MPC to achieve the overall trajectory tracking
objective. It is interesting to note that if the sampling rate is increased, we essentially have
less gap between the points A − E. Hence, by using a higher sampling rate, we ensure
















Figure 4.2: A Sample Reference Trajectory
that all the dynamics of the systems are captured when the continuous to discrete time con-
version is conducted. However, this essentially adds more points to be tracked in our case;
in essence, slowing down the overall trajectory tracking process. On the other hand, the
trajectory tracking process can be sped up by reducing the sampling rate; which, of course,
leads to an increase in the tracking error. Therefore, a balance between the tracking error
and the speed of the tracking needs to be achieved which entirely depends on the applica-
tion. The reference trajectory is generated and discretized off-line in our case and hence, its
sampling rate can be changed based on the needs. The overall trajectory tracking process
is given in the flowchart in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The Overall Trajectory Tracking Process
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4.5 Reference Trajectory Generation
The first step in trajectory tracking is to generate the reference trajectory using the non-
linear system of differential equations given in (1.2.1).
The reference trajectory is generated using ODE45 function in MATLAB. The refer-
ence WMR model in (1.2.1) is used for the simulation. The model is re-iterated below for
convenience [26] :
ẋd(t) = vd1(t) cos θd(t)




φ̇d = vd2(t) (4.5.1)
where (xd(t), yd(t)) represents the desired position of the robot, θd(t) denotes the desired
orientation of the WMR with respect to the horizontal axis, φd(t) is the desired steering
angle and l is the distance between the two axles of the car as shown in Fig. 1.2. The
control inputs to (1.2.1) are the desired linear velocity of the WMR, vd1, and its desired
steering velocity, vd2. The
[
xd yd θd φd
]
in the above representation completely define
the desired location and orientation of a WMR at a particular instance in time.
4.5.1 Generating the Circular Reference Trajectory
For circular trajectory generation using the above reference model, the inputs vd1 = Rω,
vd2 = 0 and the initial conditions
[








R is the radius of the inscribed circular path and ω is the angular velocity.
For the simulation, we use R = 1 m, ω = 1 rad/s and l = 1 m for the reference
trajectory. The output of simulation is shown in Fig. 4.4. It is important to note that the
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Plot of x vs y − Ref. Trajectory
Figure 4.4: Circular Reference Trajectory
circular trajectory generated here is essentially a set of point in cartesian form that are
connected together to form a circular path shown in Fig. 4.4. We use the MPC algorithm
on the linearized WMR model to track these sets of points one-by-one.
4.5.2 Generating the Square Reference Trajectory
We generate the square reference trajectory using ODE45 in MATLAB using the model
(1.2.1). The sides of the square are formed by using a combination of vertical and horizontal
lines and the vertices of the square are replaced by parts of a circle. Fig. 4.5 shows the
generated reference trajectory divided into different parts. In order to generate each part
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Figure 4.5: The Square Trajectory Components
of the reference trajectory, we require different initial conditions for [xd yd θd φd]. These
values are given in Table 4.1. Note that for straight parts of the square trajectory, i.e.
A, C, E and G, the steering angle is kept as zero where as for curved trajectories, i.e. B,
D, F and H, the steering angle assumes a non-zero value. It is important to realize that
the square trajectory generated here is essentially a set of points in cartesian form that are
connected together to form a square path shown in Fig. 4.5. We use the MPC algorithm on
the linearized WMR model to track these sets of points one-by-one.
4.6 Simulation Sets
A discrete-time linear time-varying model of a general WMR is used for the simulation.
The two inputs to this linear model are the difference in the actual and desired linear veloc-
ities (v1− vd1) and the difference in the actual and desired steering velocities (v2− vd2). In
this research, we put constraints on these control inputs. In other words, we put constraints
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Table 4.1: Initial Conditions for Square Trajectory Generation
Traj. Component Initial Condition ODE45 Runtime
[xd yd θd φd] (seconds)
A [0 0 π/2 0] 1
B [0 1 π/2 − π/3] 0.83
C [0.5 1.5 0 0] 1
D [1.5 1.5 0 − π/3] 0.83
E [2 1 − π 0] 1
F [2 0 − π/2 − π/3] 0.83
G [1.5 − 0.5 − π 0] 1
H [0.5 − 0.5 − π − π/3] 0.83
on the deviation of the linear and steering velocities from their reference values. The con-
trol optimization is done to minimize the control effort (i.e. to minimize the magnitude of
control inputs required to solve the tracking problem) and the tracking error. MPC’s in-
herent ability to incorporate input constraints and perform control optimization makes this
possible in a very simple and systematic manner.
Different constraint settings for the inputs to the linearized WMR model in (1.2.2),
i.e. (v1 − vd1) and (v2 − vd2), are used to test the trajectory tracking performance of NF-
ASM. The purpose of using different constraints is to see if the algorithm performance is
dependent on the size of the constraints. The performance of NF-ASM is also compared
with the tracking results obtained by using FL-ASM and the QP algorithm.
For circular trajectory tracking, we use three different sets of constraints Cc1 − Cc3.
The MPC tuning parameter values are q = 1, r = 0.07, P (Prediction horizon) = 10s
and Tsim (Simulation time) = 15s. We start by using the constraint set Cc1 which is not
as tight as the other two constraint sets Cc2 and Cc3. The purpose of using this constraint
set is to see the performance of the algorithm when the constraints do not become active
as often during the simulation. We then use constraint set Cc2 to test the algorithm. This
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Table 4.2: Constraint Sets for Circular Trajectory Tracking
Constraints
lower bounds upper bounds
Constraint v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2
Set (m/s) (rad/s) (m/s) (rad/s)
Cc1 −1 −1 1 1
Cc2 −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5
Cc3 −10−6 −10−6 10−6 10−6
constraint set represents a more realistic situation in which the constraints stay active for
a sufficient amount of time for good algorithm performance testing. Finally, Cc3 is used
which is the tightest set of constraints for circular trajectory tracking. This constraint set
may not often be used in practical scenarios but it gives a good measure of effectiveness
of the algorithm under extreme constraints. Table 4.2 gives the values of each of these
constraint sets.
For square trajectory tracking, we use five different sets of constraints Cs1 − Cs5. The MPC
tuning parameters used with all three algorithms are q = 1, r = 0.07, P (Prediction horizon) =
10s and Tsim (Simulation time) = 3s. We start by using the constraint set Cs1 which is not
as tight as the other constraint sets Cs2 − Cs5. The purpose of using this constraint set is to see
the performance of the algorithm when the constraints do not become active as often during the
simulation. We then use constraint sets Cs2 − Cs4 to test the algorithm. These constraint sets
represent a more realistic situation in which the constraints stay active for a sufficient amount of
time for good algorithm testing. Finally, Cs5 is used which is the tightest set of constraints for
square trajectory tracking. This constraint set may not often be used in practical scenarios but it
gives a good measure of effectiveness of the algorithm under extreme constraints. Table 4.3 gives
the values of each of the constraint sets used in square trajectory tracking.
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Table 4.3: Constraint Sets for Square Trajectory Tracking
Constraints
lower bounds upper bounds
Constraint v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2
Set (m/s) (rad/s) (m/s) (rad/s)
Cs1 −1 −1 1 1
Cs2 −10−4 −10−4 10−4 10−4
Cs3 −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5
Cs4 −10−8 −10−8 10−8 10−8
Cs5 −10−9 −10−9 10−9 10−9
Chapter 5
Results and Discussions
In this chapter, we present and discuss the results obtained from different simulation setups ex-
plained at the end of the previous Chapter. NF-ASM is applied to the WMR to track various types
of trajectories and its performance in terms of speed and computational workload is compared to
the performance of FL-ASM and MATLAB’s Quadratic Programming (QP) algorithm. The two in-
puts to the linear WMR model in (1.2.2) are the difference in the actual and desired linear velocities
(v1−vd1) and the difference in the actual and desired steering velocities (v2−vd2). We put different
constraints on these control inputs. In other words, we put constraints on the deviation of the linear
and steering velocities from their reference values. The purpose of using different constraints is to
see if the performance of the algorithm is dependent on the size of the constraints.
5.1 Circular Trajectory Tracking
In this section, simulations are conducted to track a circular trajectory using NF-ASM. The per-
formance of NF-ASM is compared to the performance of FL-ASM and MATLAB’s QP algorithm.
We apply MPC to the WMR using three different sets of constraints Cc1 − Cc3 explained in the
pervious Chapter and present our results in the following subsections.
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5.1.1 Simulations under Constraint Set Cc1
We start with relaxed constraints on the inputs, i.e. Cc1: −1 m/s ≤ v1 − vd1 ≤ 1 m/s and
−1 rad/s ≤ v2 − vd2 ≤ 1 rad/s. NF-ASM demonstrates good results in terms of trajectory
tracking performance as shown in Fig. 5.1(a). None of the constraints become active during the
simulation, as shown in Fig. 5.1(d), because the constraints on each input are too relaxed. Hence,
unconstrained control optimization is performed and no active set algorithm is required to solve
the tracking problem, leading to zero iterations used as shown in Fig. 5.1(c). The state errors are
shown in Figs. 5.1(e-h). As seen in these figures, the state errors do not stay at a zero value. They
increase in a periodic manner because the model of the WMR is time-varying, leading to a change
in dynamics of the WMR. This change in system dynamics with time results in a need for the re-
execution of MPC. With each change in the dynamics of the WMR model, the MPC algorithm
re-stabilizes the system causing the error to reach a zero value as seen in the figures. The control
inputs are shown in Figs. 5.1(i-j).
We also apply FL-ASM and MATLAB’s QP algorithm to the WMR using the same simula-
tion setup and the constraint set Cc1. The results of these simulations are shown in Figs. 5.2 and
5.3. These algorithms also demonstrate good results in terms of trajectory tracking performance as
shown in Figs. 5.2(a) and 5.3(a).
In FL-ASM simulation, none of the constraints become active during the simulation, as shown
in Fig. 5.2(d), because the constraints on each input are too relaxed as in the case of NF-ASM
simulation. Hence, unconstrained control optimization is performed and no active set algorithm is
required to solve the tracking problem, leading to zero iterations used as shown in Fig. 5.2(c).
Table 5.1 summarizes our results for simulations under the constraint set Cc1. All algorithms
give the same cost function value (i.e. J = 1.73 × 10−8) for this simulation case which implies
that all these algorithms converge to the same solution. This allows us to conduct an unbiased
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Table 5.1: Circular Trajectory Tracking Results under the Constraint Set Cc1
Constraints
lower bounds upper bounds Total Cost Number of Total Time
Algorithm v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 (J × 10−8) Iterations Consumed
(m/s) (rad/s) (m/s) (rad/s) (seconds)
NF-ASM −1 −1 1 1 1.73 0 1.26
FL-ASM −1 −1 1 1 1.73 0 1.26
MATLAB’s QP −1 −1 1 1 1.73 — 6.44
comparison of their performance in terms of computational workload and simulation time.
NF-ASM and FL-ASM algorithms take same amount of simulation time because both algo-
rithms are performing unconstrained optimization which is exactly the same for both algorithms.
MATLAB’s QP algorithm, on the other hand, is approximately 5 times slower to solve the trajec-
tory tracking problem. Also, the average time taken per sample is quite similar for NF-ASM and
FL-ASM as seen in Figs. 5.1(b) and 5.2(b) but it is higher for MATLAB’s QP algorithm as seen in
Fig. 5.3(b).
Figs. 5.1(e-h), 5.2(e-h) and 5.3(e-h) show the position, orientation and steering errors using
NF-ASM, FL-ASM and MATLAB’s QP algorithm, respectively. There is a relatively large error
magnitude at the beginning of the iterations but the error reduces significantly in the later parts of
the iterations which shows that all three algorithms are capable of solving the trajectory tracking
problem.
The control inputs for NF-ASM, FL-ASM and QP algorithm simulation are shown in Figs. 5.1(i-
j), 5.2(i-j) and 5.3(i-j) , respectively. Since, the control inputs do not exceed the constraint limits
imposed in Cc1, unconstrained control optimization is performed by all three algorithms.
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Figure 5.1: NF-ASM performance under constraint Cc1
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Figure 5.2: FL-ASM performance under constraint Cc1
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Figure 5.3: MATLAB’s QP performance under constraint Cc1
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5.1.2 Simulations under Constraint Set Cc2
We tighten our constraints to make them active in our second simulation, i.e. Cc2: −1×10−5 m/s ≤
v1 − vd1 ≤ 1 × 10−5 m/s and −1 × 10−5 rad/s ≤ v2 − vd2 ≤ 1 × 10−5 rad/s. The tracking
results are shown in Fig. 5.4(a) along with the state errors shown in Figs. 5.4(e-h). The number of
active constraints at a given point toggles between zero and two as seen in Fig. 5.4(d). This shows
that both input constraints are active at the beginning of every tracking step and become inactive
when the WMR approaches the desired set-point. The reason is that less control effort, i.e. lower
magnitude of inputs (v1 − vd1) and (v2 − vd2), is required at each time sample as we reach our
desired set-point value making the input constraints inactive. The number of iterations used at each
time sample are shown in Fig. 5.4(c). An average of 25 iterations per sample with 48 iterations per
sample in the worst case and a total of 7545 iterations of NF-ASM are required for circular trajectory
tracking under this set of constraints. The control inputs to the linearized WMR model are shown
in Figs. 5.4(i-j). It is clear from the figures that the control inputs stay within the constraints Cc2.
We also apply FL-ASM and MATLAB’s QP algorithm to the WMR using the same simula-
tion setup and the constraint set Cc2. The results of these simulations are shown in Figs. 5.5 and
5.6. These algorithms also demonstrate good results in terms of trajectory tracking performance as
shown in Figs. 5.5(a) and 5.6(a).
Table 5.2 summarizes our results for simulations under the constraint set Cc2. All algorithms
give the same cost function value (i.e. J = 8.91 × 10−8) for this simulation case which implies
that all these algorithms converge to the same solution. This allows us to conduct an unbiased
comparison of their performance in terms of computational workload and simulation time. FL-ASM
takes slightly less amount of time to complete the tracking as compared to NF-ASM. MATLAB’s
QP algorithm, on the other hand, is approximately two times slower to solve the trajectory tracking
problem. Also, the average time taken per sample is quite similar for NF-ASM and FL-ASM as
seen in Figs. 5.4(b) and 5.5(b) but it is higher for QP algorithm as seen in Fig. 5.6(b).
The number of iterations required to solve the trajectory tracking problem using FL-ASM is
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Table 5.2: Circular Trajectory Tracking Results under the Constraint Set Cc2
Constraints
lower bounds upper bounds Total Cost Number of Total Time
Algorithm v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 (J × 10−8) Iterations Consumed
(m/s) (rad/s) (m/s) (rad/s) (seconds)
NF-ASM −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5 8.91 7545 7.25
FL-ASM −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5 8.91 5577 6.36
MATLAB’s QP −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5 8.91 — 13.2
slightly smaller than the number of iterations required using NF-ASM as shown in Table 5.2. This
is one of the main reasons why FL-ASM is faster than NF-ASM for this scenario. Note that the
constraints on the inputs are active for roughly half of the time with the constraint set Cc2 applied
to the WMR as shown in Figs. 5.4(d) and 5.5(d).
Figs. 5.4(e-h), 5.5(e-h) and 5.6(e-h) show the position, orientation and steering errors using
NF-ASM, FL-ASM and QP algorithm, respectively. There is relatively large error magnitude at
the beginning of the iterations but the error reduces significantly in the later parts of the iterations
which shows that all three algorithms are capable of solving the trajectory tracking problem under
the constraint set Cc2.
The control inputs for NF-ASM, FL-ASM and QP algorithm simulation are shown in Figs. 5.4(i-
j), 5.5(i-j) and 5.6(i-j) , respectively. As seen in these figures, the control inputs do not exceed the
constraint limits imposed in Cc2.
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Figure 5.4: NF-ASM performance under constraint Cc2
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Figure 5.5: FL-ASM performance under constraint Cc2
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Figure 5.6: MATLAB’s QP performance under constraint Cc2
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5.1.3 Simulations under Constraint Set Cc3
In the third simulation, we use the constraint set Cc3: −1×10−6 m/s ≤ v1− vd1 ≤ 1×10−6 m/s
and −1× 10−6 rad/s ≤ v2 − vd2 ≤ 1× 10−6 rad/s. The tracking results are shown in Fig. 5.7(a)
along with the state errors shown in Figs. 5.7(e-h). Both constraints are active at all time during the
simulation as seen in Fig. 5.7(d). The number of iterations used at each time sample are shown in
Fig. 5.7(c). The control inputs to the linearized WMR model are shown in Figs. 5.7(i-j). It is clear
from the figures that the control input stays within the constraints Cc3.
As in the previous cases, we also apply FL-ASM and MATLAB’s Quadratic Programming
algorithm to the WMR using the same simulation setup and the constraint set. The results of these
simulations are shown in Figs. 5.8 and 5.9. These algorithms also demonstrate good results in terms
of trajectory tracking performance as shown in Figs. 5.8(a) and 5.9(a).
Table 5.3 summarizes our results for simulations under the constraint set Cc3. All algorithms
give the same cost function value (i.e. J = 1.51 × 10−6) for this simulation case which implies
that all these algorithms converge to the same solution. This allows us to conduct an unbiased
comparison of their performance in terms of computational workload and simulation time. NF-
ASM consumes less number of iterations as compared to FL-ASM. Note that the constraints on the
inputs are active for all times during the simulation as shown in Fig. 5.7(d) for NF-ASM simulation
and in 5.8(d) for FL-ASM simulation.
FL-ASM takes slightly more amount of time to complete the tracking as compared to NF-
ASM. Similarly, MATLAB’s QP algorithm is approximately 1.5 times slower to solve the trajectory
tracking problem. Finally, the average time taken per sample is quite similar for NF-ASM and FL-
ASM as seen in Figs. 5.7(b) and 5.8(b) but it is higher for MATLAB’s QP algorithm as seen in
Fig. 5.9(b).
Figs. 5.7(e-h), 5.8(e-h) and 5.9(e-h) show the position, orientation and steering errors using
NF-ASM, FL-ASM and QP algorithm, respectively. There is relatively large error magnitude at
the beginning of the iterations but the error reduces significantly in the later parts of the iterations
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Table 5.3: Circular Trajectory Tracking Results under the Constraint Set Cc3
Constraints
lower bounds upper bounds Total Cost Number of Total Time
Algorithm v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 (J × 10−8) Iterations Consumed
(m/s) (rad/s) (m/s) (rad/s) (seconds)
NF-ASM −10−6 −10−6 10−6 10−6 151 20572 14.1
FL-ASM −10−6 −10−6 10−6 10−6 151 24056 15
MATLAB’s QP −10−6 −10−6 10−6 10−6 151 — 22.8
which shows that all three algorithms are capable of solving the trajectory tracking problem under
the constraint set Cc3.
The control inputs for NF-ASM, FL-ASM and QP algorithm simulation are shown in Figs. 5.4(i-
j), 5.5(i-j) and 5.6(i-j) , respectively. As seen in these figures, the control inputs do not exceed the
constraint limits imposed in Cc3.
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Figure 5.7: NF-ASM performance under constraint Cc3
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Figure 5.8: FL-ASM performance under constraint Cc3
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Figure 5.9: MATLAB’s QP performance under constraint Cc3
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5.1.4 Summary of Results
In this section, we provide a brief summary of results obtained in the previous sections for circular
trajectory tracking. We also make a comparison between NF-ASM and the other two algorithms in
terms of the number of iterations used and the total time consumed for simulations. A general trend
in the simulation results for all the three algorithms can be observed; as we tighten the constraints
on the inputs, constraints stay active for a longer period leading to an increased number of iterations
used which, in turn, increases the overall simulation time.
Since the time per iteration under constraint set Cc1 (shown in Figs. 5.1 (b), 5.2 (b) and 5.3
(b)), Cc2 (shown in Figs. 5.4 (b), 5.5 (b) and 5.6 (b)) and Cc3 (shown in Figs. 5.7 (b), 5.8 (b)
and 5.9 (b)) is much lower than the sampling time of 0.1 seconds in all simulation cases, real-time
control is achieved with all the three algorithms.
As seen in Figs. 5.1(i-h), 5.4(i-h) and 5.7(i-h) for NF-ASM, Figs. 5.2(i-h), 5.5(i-h) and 5.8(i-
h) for FL-ASM and Figs. 5.3(i-h), 5.6(i-h) and 5.9(i-h) for MATLAB’s QP algorithm, the state
errors do not stay at a zero value. They increase in a periodic manner. This happens because the
model of the WMR is time-varying which leads to a change in dynamics of the WMR. This change
in system dynamics with time results in a need for the re-execution of MPC. With each change in the
dynamics of the WMR model, the application of MPC algorithm re-stabilizes the system causing
the error to reach a zero value as seen in the figures. It shows that all three algorithms are capable of
driving the error model of the linearized time-varying WMR to stability regardless of the magnitude
of constraints applied to the inputs.
5.1.4.1 NF-ASM vs FL-ASM
Table 5.4 reiterates the trajectory tracking results of NF-ASM and FL-ASM for comparison pur-
poses. NF-ASM gives better performance in terms of number of iterations used and the total time
consumed when the constraints are active at all times during the simulation, i.e. when Cc3 is used.
FL-ASM is a better choice if the constraint are active only for a fraction of the total time of the
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Table 5.4: NF-ASM vs FL-ASM for Circular Trajectory Tracking
Constraints
lower bounds upper bounds Total Cost Number of Total Time
Algorithm v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 (J × 10−8) Iterations Consumed
(m/s) (rad/s) (m/s) (rad/s)
FL-ASM −1 −1 1 1 1.73 0 1.26
NF-ASM −1 −1 1 1 1.73 0 1.26
FL-ASM −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5 8.91 5577 6.36
NF-ASM −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5 8.91 7545 7.25
FL-ASM −10−6 −10−6 10−6 10−6 151 24056 15
NF-ASM −10−6 −10−6 10−6 10−6 151 20572 14.1
simulation as in the case when Cc2 is used.
Constraints become active when the magnitude of the inputs required to achieve the desired
set-point is greater than the magnitude of the limits imposed on the inputs. The inputs in this case
are the linear velocity error and the steering velocity error. Therefore, the constraints on the inputs
will become active when the linear and steering velocities change by a magnitude that exceeds the
limit imposed by the constraints. From a practical perspective, it means that the constraints have a
higher chance of staying active for a longer period during the trajectory if the speed and the steering
velocity keep on changing. Hence, if there are a lot of turns and a lot of obstacles (or traffic) around
the WMR (or a vehicle), NF-ASM would be a better option for trajectory tracking as it gives better
results in simulation set Cc3 in which the constraints stay active for a longer period.
5.1.4.2 NF-ASM vs MATLAB’s MATLAB’s QP algorithm
Table 5.5 reiterates the trajectory tracking results of NF-ASM and MATLAB’s QP algorithm for
comparison purposes. NF-ASM gives better performance in terms of total time consumed in all
three simulation cases.
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Table 5.5: NF-ASM vs MATLAB’s QP algorithm for Circular Trajectory Tracking
Constraints
lower bounds upper bounds Total Cost Total Time
Algorithm v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 (J × 10−8) Consumed
(m/s) (rad/s) (m/s) (rad/s)
MATLAB’s QP −1 −1 1 1 1.73 6.44
NF-ASM −1 −1 1 1 1.73 1.26
MATLAB’s QP −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5 8.91 13.2
NF-ASM −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5 8.91 7.25
MATLAB’s QP −10−6 −10−6 10−6 10−6 151 22.8
NF-ASM −10−6 −10−6 10−6 10−6 151 14.1
5.2 Square Trajectory Tracking
In this section, simulations are conducted to track a square trajectory with smooth corners using
NF-ASM. Smooth corners in the square trajectory are used because of the non-holonomy of the
WMR model, i.e. it’s inability to achieve certain maneuvers instantaneously. In this case, we use
the smooth corners to avoid right-angled turns at the corners of the square trajectory. The generated
reference trajectory is given in Fig. 4.5. We apply NF-ASM to the WMR using five different sets of
constraints Cs1−Cs5. The performance of NF-ASM is compared to the performance of FL-ASM
and QP algorithm using the performance metrics explained in the previous Chapter and the results
are presented and discussed in the following subsections.
5.2.1 Simulations under Constraint Set Cs1
We start with relaxed constraints on the inputs, i.e. Cs1: −1 m/s ≤ v1 − vd1 ≤ 1 m/s and
−1 rad/s ≤ v2 − vd2 ≤ 1 rad/s. NF-ASM demonstrates good results in terms of trajectory
tracking performance as shown in Fig. 5.10(a). None of the constraints become active during the
simulation, as shown in Fig. 5.10(d), because the constraints on each input are too relaxed. Hence,
unconstrained control optimization is performed and no active set algorithm is required to solve
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the tracking problem, leading to zero iterations used as shown in Fig. 5.10(c). The state errors are
shown in Figs. 5.10(e-h) and the control inputs are shown in Figs. 5.10(i-j).
We also apply FL-ASM and MATLAB’s QP algorithm to the WMR using the same simulation
setup and the constraint set Cs1. The results of these simulations are shown in Figs. 5.11 and
5.12. These algorithms also demonstrate good results in terms of trajectory tracking performance
as shown in Figs. 5.11(a) and 5.12(a).
In FL-ASM simulation, none of the constraints become active during the simulation, as shown
in Fig. 5.11(d), because the constraints on each input are too relaxed as in the case of NF-ASM
simulation. Hence, unconstrained control optimization is performed and no active set algorithm is
required to solve the tracking problem, leading to zero iterations used as shown in Fig. 5.11(c).
Table 5.6 summarizes our results for simulations under the constraint set Cs1. All algorithms
give the same cost function value (i.e. J = 3.47 × 10−8) for this simulation case which implies
that all these algorithms converge to the same solution. This allows us to conduct an unbiased
comparison of their performance in terms of computational workload and simulation time. NF-
ASM and FL-ASM algorithms take approximately same amount of simulation time because both
algorithms are performing unconstrained optimization which is exactly the same for both algorithm.
MATLAB’s QP algorithm, on the other hand, is approximately twice as slow to solve the trajectory
tracking problem. Also, the average time taken per sample is quite similar for NF-ASM and FL-
ASM as seen in Figs. 5.10(b) and 5.11(b) but it is higher for Quadratic Programming algorithm as
seen in Fig. 5.12(b).
Figs. 5.10(e-h), 5.11(e-h) and 5.12(e-h) show the position, orientation and steering errors
using NF-ASM, FL-ASM and QP algorithm, respectively. There is relatively large error magnitude
at the beginning of the iterations but the error reduces significantly in the later parts of the iterations
which shows that all three algorithms are capable of solving the trajectory tracking problem. Note,
however, that the error increasing again in some cases. This is because the WMR model is a time-
varying. The changes in the dynamics of the system increases the error again and the MPC algorithm
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Table 5.6: Square Trajectory Tracking Results under the Constraint Set Cs1
Constraints
lower bounds upper bounds Total Cost Number of Total Time
Algorithm v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 (J × 10−8) Iterations Consumed
(m/s) (rad/s) (m/s) (rad/s) (seconds)
NF-ASM −1 −1 1 1 3.47 0 8.47
FL-ASM −1 −1 1 1 3.47 0 10
MATLAB’s QP −1 −1 1 1 3.47 — 17.8
adjusts to re-stabilize the system, i.e. making its states go to zero again.
The control inputs for NF-ASM, FL-ASM and QP algorithm simulation are shown in Figs. 5.10(i-
j), 5.11(i-j) and 5.12(i-j) , respectively. Since, the control inputs do not exceed the constraint limits
imposed in Cs1, unconstrained control optimization is performed by all three algorithms.
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Figure 5.10: NF-ASM performance under constraint Cs1
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Figure 5.11: FL-ASM performance under constraint Cs1
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Figure 5.12: MATLAB’s QP performance under constraint Cs1
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5.2.2 Simulations under Constraint Set Cs2
We tighten our constraints to make them active in our second simulation, i.e. Cs2: −1×10−4 m/s ≤
v1 − vd1 ≤ 1 × 10−4 m/s and −1 × 10−4 rad/s ≤ v2 − vd2 ≤ 1 × 10−4 rad/s. The tracking
results are shown in Fig. 5.13(a) along with the state errors shown in Figs. 5.13(e-h). The number of
active constraints at a given point toggles between zero and one as seen in Fig. 5.13(d). The number
of iterations used at each time sample are shown in Fig. 5.13(c). The control inputs to the linearized
WMR model are shown in Figs. 5.13(i-j). It is clear from the figures that the linear velocity input
never hits the constraints during the simulation. The steering velocity input in Fig. 5.13(j) becomes
active as soon as the input saturates. Hence, for square trajectory under the constraint set Cs2, only
the constraint on steering velocity becomes active. It is important to note that the constraint on
steering velocity only becomes active when the WMR is turning as the steering velocity does not
change for straight paths. Hence, the smooth corners in the square are the parts of the trajectory
where the steering constraint would become active.
We also apply FL-ASM and MATLAB’s QP algorithm to the WMR using the same simulation
setup and the constraint set Cs2. The results of these simulations are shown in Figs. 5.14 and
5.15. These algorithms also demonstrate good results in terms of trajectory tracking performance
as shown in Figs. 5.14(a) and 5.15(a).
Table 5.7 summarizes our results for simulations under the constraint set Cs2. All algorithms
give the same cost function value (i.e. J = 1.57 × 10−8) for this simulation case which implies
that all these algorithms converge to the same solution. This allows us to conduct an unbiased
comparison of their performance in terms of computational workload and simulation time. NF-
ASM takes less amount of time to complete the tracking as compared to FL-ASM. MATLAB’s QP
algorithm is also approximately two times slower to solve the trajectory tracking problem. Also, the
average time taken per sample is quite similar for NF-ASM and FL-ASM as seen in Figs. 5.13(b)
and 5.14(b) but it is higher for MATLAB’s QP algorithm as seen in Fig. 5.15(b).
The number of iterations required to solve the trajectory tracking problem using FL-ASM is
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Table 5.7: Square Trajectory Tracking Results under the Constraint Set Cs2
Constraints
lower bounds upper bounds Total Cost Number of Total Time
Algorithm v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 (J × 10−8) Iterations Consumed
(m/s) (rad/s) (m/s) (rad/s) (seconds)
NF-ASM −10−4 −10−4 10−4 10−4 1.57 421 11.9
FL-ASM −10−4 −10−4 10−4 10−4 1.57 278 8.5
MATLAB’s QP −10−4 −10−4 10−4 10−4 1.57 — 17.8
slightly smaller than the number of iterations required using NF-ASM as shown in Table 5.7. Note
that the constraints on the inputs are active for a very small amount of time with the constraint set
Cs2 applied to the WMR as shown in Figs. 5.13(d) and 5.14(d).
Figs. 5.13(e-h), 5.14(e-h) and 5.15(e-h) show the position, orientation and steering errors
using NF-ASM, FL-ASM and QP algorithm, respectively. There is relatively large error magnitude
at the beginning of the iterations but the error reduces significantly in the later parts of the iterations
which shows that all three algorithms are capable of solving the trajectory tracking problem under
the constraint set Cs2.
The control inputs for NF-ASM, FL-ASM and QP algorithm simulation are shown in Figs. 5.13(i-
j), 5.14(i-j) and 5.15(i-j) , respectively. As seen in these figures, the control inputs do not exceed
the constraint limits imposed in Cs2.
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Figure 5.13: NF-ASM performance under constraint Cs2
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Figure 5.14: FL-ASM performance under constraint Cs2
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Figure 5.15: MATLAB’s QP performance under constraint Cs2
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5.2.3 Simulations under Constraint Set Cs3
In the third simulation, we use the constraint set Cs3: −1× 10−5 m/s ≤ v1− vd1 ≤ 1× 10−5 m/s
and−1×10−5 rad/s ≤ v2−vd2 ≤ 1×10−5 rad/s. The tracking results are shown in Fig. 5.16(a)
along with the state errors shown in Figs. 5.16(e-h). Both constraints become active for some time
during the simulation as seen in Fig. 5.16(d). The number of iterations used at each time sample are
shown in Fig. 5.16(c). The control inputs to the linearized WMR model are shown in Figs. 5.16(i-j).
It is clear from the figures that the control input stays within the constraints Cs3.
As in the previous cases, we also apply FL-ASM and MATLAB’s Quadratic Programming
algorithm to the WMR using the same simulation setup and the constraint set. The results of these
simulations are shown in Figs. 5.17 and 5.18. These algorithms also demonstrate good results in
terms of trajectory tracking performance as shown in Figs. 5.17(a) and 5.18(a).
Table 5.8 summarizes our results for simulations under the constraint set Cs3. All algorithms
give the same cost function value (i.e. J = 5.91 × 10−9) for this simulation case which implies
that all these algorithms converge to the same solution. This allows us to conduct an unbiased
comparison of their performance in terms of computational workload and simulation time. NF-
ASM consumes less number of iterations as compared to FL-ASM. Note that the constraints on the
inputs are active for all times during the simulation as shown in Fig. 5.16(d) for NF-ASM simulation
and in Fig. 5.17(d) for FL-ASM simulation.
FL-ASM takes roughly 1.5 times the amount of time to complete the tracking as compared
to NF-ASM. Similarly, MATLAB’s QP algorithm is approximately 2.5 times slower to solve the
trajectory tracking problem as compared to NF-ASM. Finally, the average time taken per sample is
quite similar for NF-ASM and FL-ASM as seen in Figs. 5.16(b) and 5.17(b) but it is higher for QP
algorithm as seen in Fig. 5.18(b).
Figs. 5.16(e-h), 5.17(e-h) and 5.18(e-h) show the position, orientation and steering errors
using NF-ASM, FL-ASM and QP algorithm, respectively. There is relatively large error magnitude
at the beginning of the iterations but the error reduces significantly in the later parts of the iterations
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Table 5.8: Square Trajectory Tracking Results under the Constraint Set Cs3
Constraints
lower bounds upper bounds Total Cost Number of Total Time
Algorithm v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 (J × 10−9) Iterations Consumed
(m/s) (rad/s) (m/s) (rad/s) (seconds)
NF-ASM −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5 5.91 11644 16.3
FL-ASM −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5 5.91 7482 11.7
MATLAB’s QP −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5 5.91 — 25.4
which shows that all three algorithms are capable of solving the trajectory tracking problem under
the constraint set Cs3.
The control inputs for NF-ASM, FL-ASM and QP algorithm simulation are shown in Figs. 5.13(i-
j), 5.14(i-j) and 5.15(i-j) , respectively. As seen in these figures, the control inputs do not exceed
the constraint limits imposed in Cs3.
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Figure 5.16: NF-ASM performance under constraint Cs3
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Figure 5.17: FL-ASM performance under constraint Cs3
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Figure 5.18: MATLAB’s QP performance under constraint Cs3
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5.2.4 Simulations under Constraint Set Cs4
In the fourth simulation, we use the constraint set Cs4: −1×10−8 m/s ≤ v1−vd1 ≤ 1×10−8 m/s
and−1×10−8 rad/s ≤ v2−vd2 ≤ 1×10−8 rad/s. The tracking results are shown in Fig. 5.19(a)
along with the state errors shown in Figs. 5.19(e-h). Both constraints are active for a larger fraction
of time seen in Fig. 5.19(d) as compared to the previous cases. The number of iterations used at
each time sample are shown in Fig. 5.19(c). The control inputs to the linearized WMR model are
shown in Figs. 5.19(i-j). It is clear from the figures that the control input stays within the constraints
Cs4.
As in the previous cases, we also apply FL-ASM and MATLAB’s Quadratic Programming
algorithm to the WMR using the same simulation setup and the constraint set. The results of these
simulations are shown in Figs. 5.20 and 5.21. These algorithms also demonstrate good results in
terms of trajectory tracking performance as shown in Figs. 5.20(a) and 5.21(a).
Table 5.9 summarizes the results for simulations under the constraint set Cs4. All algorithms
give the same cost function value (i.e. J = 5.046 × 10−9) for this simulation case which implies
that all these algorithms converge to the same solution. This allows us to conduct an unbiased
comparison of their performance in terms of computational workload and simulation time. NF-
ASM consumes less number of iterations as compared to FL-ASM. Note that the constraints on the
inputs are active for longer periods during the simulation as shown in Fig. 5.19(d) for NF-ASM
simulation and in Fig. 5.20(d) for FL-ASM simulation.
FL-ASM takes more amount of time to complete the tracking as compared to NF-ASM. Simi-
larly, MATLAB’s QP algorithm is approximately two times slower to solve the trajectory tracking
problem. Finally, the average time taken per sample is quite similar for NF-ASM and FL-ASM as
seen in Figs. 5.19(b) and 5.20(b) but it is higher for Quadratic Programming algorithm as seen in
Fig. 5.21(b).
Figs. 5.19(e-h), 5.20(e-h) and 5.21(e-h) show the position, orientation and steering errors
using NF-ASM, FL-ASM and QP algorithm, respectively. There is relatively large error magnitude
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Table 5.9: Square Trajectory Tracking Results under the Constraint Set Cs4
Constraints
lower bounds upper bounds Total Cost Number of Total Time
Algorithm v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 (J × 10−9) Iterations Consumed
(m/s) (rad/s) (m/s) (rad/s) (seconds)
NF-ASM −10−8 −10−8 10−8 10−8 5.046 21351 18
FL-ASM −10−8 −10−8 10−8 10−8 5.046 29939 24.8
MATLAB’s QP −10−8 −10−8 10−8 10−8 5.046 — 40
at the beginning of the iterations but the error reduces significantly in the later parts of the iterations
which shows that all three algorithms are capable of solving the trajectory tracking problem under
the constraint set Cs4.
The control inputs for NF-ASM, FL-ASM and QP algorithm simulation are shown in Figs. 5.19(i-
j), 5.20(i-j) and 5.21(i-j) , respectively. As seen in these figures, the control inputs do not exceed
the constraint limits imposed in Cs4.
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Figure 5.19: NF-ASM performance under constraint Cs4
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Figure 5.20: FL-ASM performance under constraint Cs4
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Figure 5.21: MATLAB’s QP performance under constraint Cs4
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5.2.5 Simulations under Constraint Set Cs5
In the third simulation, we use the constraint set Cs5: −1× 10−9 m/s ≤ v1− vd1 ≤ 1× 10−9 m/s
and−1×10−9 rad/s ≤ v2−vd2 ≤ 1×10−9 rad/s. The tracking results are shown in Fig. 5.22(a)
along with the state errors shown in Figs. 5.22(e-h). Both constraints are active for a longer period
during the simulation as seen in Fig. 5.22(d). The number of iterations used at each time sample are
shown in Fig. 5.22(c). The control inputs to the linearized WMR model are shown in Figs. 5.22(i-j).
It is clear from the figures that the control input stays within the constraints Cs5.
As in the previous cases, we also apply FL-ASM and MATLAB’s Quadratic Programming
algorithm to the WMR using the same simulation setup and the constraint set. The results of these
simulations are shown in Figs. 5.23 and 5.24. These algorithms also demonstrate good results in
terms of trajectory tracking performance as shown in Figs. 5.23(a) and 5.24(a).
Table 5.10 summarizes our results for simulations under the constraint set Cs5. All algorithms
give the same cost function value (i.e. J = 5.048 × 10−9) for this simulation case which implies
that all these algorithms converge to the same solution. This allows us to conduct an unbiased
comparison of their performance in terms of computational workload and simulation time. NF-
ASM consumes less number of iterations as compared to FL-ASM. Note that the constraints on
the inputs are active for a longer period during this simulation case as shown in Fig. 5.22(d) for
NF-ASM simulation and in Fig. 5.23(d) for FL-ASM simulation.
FL-ASM takes 1.5 times more amount of time to complete the tracking as compared to NF-
ASM. Similarly, MATLAB’s QP algorithm is approximately twice as slower to solve the trajectory
tracking problem as NF-ASM. Finally, the average time taken per sample is quite similar for NF-
ASM and FL-ASM as seen in Figs. 5.22(b) and 5.23(b) but it is higher for MATLAB’s QP algorithm
as seen in Fig. 5.24(b).
Figs. 5.22(e-h), 5.23(e-h) and 5.24(e-h) show the position, orientation and steering errors
using NF-ASM, FL-ASM and QP algorithm, respectively. There is relatively large error magnitude
at the beginning of the iterations but the error reduces significantly in the later parts of the iterations
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Table 5.10: Square Trajectory Tracking Results under the Constraint Set Cs5
Constraints
lower bounds upper bounds Total Cost Number of Total Time
Algorithm v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 (J × 10−9) Iterations Consumed
(m/s) (rad/s) (m/s) (rad/s) (seconds)
NF-ASM −10−9 −10−9 10−9 10−9 5.048 21410 18
FL-ASM −10−9 −10−9 10−9 10−9 5.048 31635 29.6
MATLAB’s QP −10−9 −10−9 10−9 10−9 5.048 — 40.2
which shows that all three algorithms are capable of solving the trajectory tracking problem under
the constraint set Cs5.
The control inputs for NF-ASM, FL-ASM and QP algorithm simulation are shown in Figs. 5.22(i-
j), 5.23(i-j) and 5.24(i-j) , respectively. As seen in these figures, the control inputs do not exceed
the constraint limits imposed in Cs5.
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Figure 5.22: NF-ASM performance under constraint Cs5
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Figure 5.23: FL-ASM performance under constraint Cs5
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Figure 5.24: MATLAB’s QP performance under constraint Cs5
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5.2.6 Summary of Results
In this section, we provide a brief summary of results obtained in the previous sections for square
trajectory tracking. We also make a comparison between NF-ASM and the other two algorithms in
terms of the number of iterations used and the total time consumed for simulations. A general trend
in the simulation results for all the three algorithms can be observed; as we tighten the constraints
on the inputs, constraints stay active for a longer period leading to an increased number of iterations
used which, in turn, increases the overall simulation time. Note that we observed the same trend for
circular trajectory tracking.
Since the time per iteration under constraint set Cs1 (shown in Figs. 5.10 (b), 5.11 (b) and 5.12
(b)), Cs2 (shown in Figs. 5.13 (b), 5.14 (b) and 5.15 (b)), Cs3 (shown in Figs. 5.16 (b), 5.17 (b)
and 5.18 (b)), Cs4 (shown in Figs. 5.19 (b), 5.20 (b) and 5.21 (b)) and Cs5 (shown in Figs. 5.22
(b), 5.23 (b) and 5.24 (b)) is much lower than the sampling time of 0.1 seconds in all simulation
cases, real-time control is achieved with all the three algorithms.
As seen in Figs. 5.10(i-h), 5.13(i-h), 5.16(i-h), 5.19(i-h) and 5.22(i-h) for NF-ASM, Figs. 5.11(i-
h), 5.14(i-h), 5.17(i-h), 5.20(i-h) and 5.23(i-h) for FL-ASM and Figs. 5.12(i-h), 5.15(i-h), 5.18(i-
h), 5.21(i-h) and 5.24(i-h) for MATLAB’s quadratic programming algorithm, the state errors do
not stay at a zero value. They increase in a periodic manner. This happens because the model of
the WMR is time-varying which leads to a change in dynamics of the WMR. This change in sys-
tem dynamics with time results in a need for the re-execution of MPC. With each change in the
dynamics of the WMR model, the application of MPC algorithm re-stabilizes the system causing
the error to reach a zero value as seen in the figures. It shows that all three algorithms are capable of
driving the error model of the linearized time-varying WMR to stability regardless of the magnitude
of constraints applied to the inputs.
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5.2.6.1 NF-ASM vs FL-ASM
Table 5.11 reiterates the trajectory tracking results of NF-ASM and FL-ASM for comparison pur-
poses. When the constraint set Cs1 is applied, both NF-ASM and FL-ASM demonstrate similar re-
sults in terms of trajectory tracking performance as shown in Figs. 5.10(a) and 5.11(a) . The average
time taken per sample is also quite similar for both cases as seen in Figs. 5.10(b) and 5.11(b). The
reason is that none of the constraints become active during the simulation, as shown in Figs. 5.10(d)
and 5.11(d), because the constraints on each input are too relaxed. Hence, unconstrained control
optimization is performed and no active set algorithm is required to solve the tracking problem,
leading to zero iterations used as shown in Figs. 5.10(c) and 5.11(c). Therefore, both algorithms
give the same cost function value J = 3.47× 10−8.
We tighten the constraints and apply Cs2 to make them active. Again, the two algorithms give
similar trajectory tracking performance as shown in Figs. 5.13(a) and 5.14(a). Both algorithms
give the same cost function value J = 1.57 × 10−8 which shows that both algorithms are finding
the same set of solutions for trajectory tracking. Also, the average time consumed per iteration is
very similar for both algorithms. However, the number of iterations required to solve the trajectory
tracking problem using FL-ASM is smaller than the number of iterations required using NF-ASM
as shown in Table 5.11. The reason why FL-ASM performs better than NF-ASM in this case is
because not all constraints stay active during the simulation as shown in Figs. 5.13(d) and 5.14(d).
We further tighten the constraints to Cs3 for the next simulation. Again, the two algorithms
give similar trajectory tracking performance as shown in Figs. 5.16(a) and 5.17(a). Both algorithms
give the same cost function value (i.e. J = 5.91 × 10−9). Also, the average time consumed per
iteration is very similar for both algorithms. However, the number of iterations required to solve the
trajectory tracking problem using FL-ASM is again smaller than the number of iterations required
using NF-ASM as shown in Table 5.11. The reason again is due to the fact that not all constraints
stay active during the simulation as shown in Figs. 5.16(d) and 5.17(d).
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For the fourth and fifth simulations, the two algorithms give similar trajectory tracking perfor-
mance as shown in Figs. 5.19, 5.20, 5.22 and 5.23. Both algorithms give the same cost function
value for the fourth and fifth simulation, i.e. J = 5.046 × 10−9 and J = 5.048 × 10−9, respec-
tively. Also, the average time consumed per iteration is very similar for both algorithms. However,
the number of iterations required to solve the trajectory tracking problem using NF-ASM is much
smaller than the number of iterations required using FL-ASM as shown in Table 5.11. The reason
is that the constraints stay active for a longer period during these simulations as compared to the
previous cases.
The results, which are summarized in Table 5.11, show that NF-ASM gives better performance
in terms of number of iterations when the constraints are active for a longer period during the
simulation. FL-ASM is a better choice if the constraint are active only for a fraction of the total
time of the simulation as in the case when Cs2 and Cs3 are used.
Constraints become active when the magnitude of the inputs required to achieve the desired set-
points is more than the limits imposed on the inputs. The inputs in this case are the linear velocity
error and the steering velocity error. Therefore, the constraints on the inputs will become active
when the linear and steering velocities change by a magnitude that exceeds the limit imposed by
the constraints. From a practical perspective, it means that the constraints have a higher chance of
staying active for a longer period during the trajectory if the speed and the steering velocity keep
on changing. Hence, if there are a lot of turns and a lot of obstacles (or traffic) around the WMR
(or a vehicle), NF-ASM would be a better option for trajectory tracking as it gives better results in
simulation sets in which the constraints stay active for a longer period (i.e. Cs4 and Cs5).
5.2.6.2 NF-ASM vs MATLAB’s MATLAB’s QP algorithm
Table 5.12 reiterates the trajectory tracking results of NF-ASM and MATLAB’s QP algorithm for
comparison purposes.
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Table 5.11: NF-ASM vs FL-ASM for Square Trajectory Tracking
Constraints
lower bounds upper bounds Total Cost Number of
Algorithm v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 (J × 10−9) Iterations
(m/s) (rad/s) (m/s) (rad/s)
NF-ASM −1 −1 1 1 34.7 0
FL-ASM −1 −1 1 1 34.7 0
NF-ASM −10−4 −10−4 10−4 10−4 15.7 421
FL-ASM −10−4 −10−4 10−4 10−4 15.7 278
NF-ASM −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5 5.91 11644
FL-ASM −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5 5.91 7482
NF-ASM −10−8 −10−8 10−8 10−8 5.046 21351
FL-ASM −10−8 −10−8 10−8 10−8 5.046 29939
NF-ASM −10−9 −10−9 10−9 10−9 5.048 21410
FL-ASM −10−9 −10−9 10−9 10−9 5.048 31635
When the constraint set Cs1 is applied, both NF-ASM and MATLAB’s Quadratic Program-
ming algorithm demonstrate similar results in terms of trajectory tracking performance as shown in
Figs. 5.10(a) and 5.12(a). Both algorithms give the same cost function value (i.e. J = 3.47× 10−8)
which shows that both algorithms are finding the set of solutions for the trajectory tracking problem.
The average time taken per sample is high in the beginning iterations for MATLAB’s Quadratic Pro-
gramming algorithm as seen in Fig. 5.12(b). The total time taken by MATLAB’s QP algorithm to
solve the problem in this case is about twice as much as the time taken by NF-ASM as shown in
Table 5.12.
We tighten the constraints to Cs2 to allow them to be active. Again, the two algorithms give
similar trajectory tracking performance as shown in Figs. 5.13(a) and 5.15(a). Again, both algo-
rithms give the same cost function value (i.e. J = 1.57 × 10−8) which shows that both algorithms
are finding the set of solutions for the trajectory tracking problem. However, the total time taken
by MATLAB’s QP algorithm to solve the problem is again twice as much as the time taken by
NF-ASM.
We further tighten the constraints to Cs3 for the next simulation. Again, the two algorithms
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Table 5.12: NF-ASM vs MATLAB’s QP algorithm for Square Trajectory Tracking
Constraints
lower bounds upper bounds Total Cost Total Time
Algorithm v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 v1 − vd1 v2 − vd2 (J × 10−9) Consumed
(m/s) (rad/s) (m/s) (rad/s)
NF-ASM −1 −1 1 1 34.7 8.47
MATLAB’s QP −1 −1 1 1 34.7 17.8
NF-ASM −10−4 −10−4 10−4 10−4 15.7 8.5
MATLAB’s QP −10−4 −10−4 10−4 10−4 15.7 17.8
NF-ASM −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5 5.91 11.7
MATLAB’s QP −10−5 −10−5 10−5 10−5 5.91 25.4
NF-ASM −10−8 −10−8 10−8 10−8 5.046 18
MATLAB’s QP −10−8 −10−8 10−8 10−8 5.046 40
NF-ASM −10−9 −10−9 10−9 10−9 5.048 18
MATLAB’s QP −10−9 −10−9 10−9 10−9 5.048 40.2
give similar trajectory tracking performance as shown in Figs. 5.16(a) and 5.18(a). Both algorithms
give the same cost function value J = 5.91 × 10−9. However, the total time taken by MATLAB’s
QP algorithm to solve the problem is again twice as much as the time taken by NF-ASM. Similarly,
both algorithm show same trajectory tracking performance under constraint sets Cs4 and Cs5. But
again, the time consumed by MATLAB’s QP algorithm to solve the tracking problem is twice as
much as the time taken by NF-ASM.
The results, which are summarized in Table 5.12, show that NF-ASM gives better performance
in terms of total time consumed in all five simulation cases.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this research, we explore different control techniques that can be used to perform trajec-
tory tracking of a nonholonomic WMR. We focus on the application of Model Predictive
Control (MPC) for trajectory tracking of the WMR because it allows for an easy application
of input and state constraints that may arise in practical situations. For example, a designer
may want to bound the speed of the WMR or bound the area of movement of the WMR.
By using MPC, the designer can easily accomplish this using concrete mathematical equa-
tions which guarantee the stability of the control system. MPC also allows easy tuning of
the final control law to improve the transient performance and also allows for easy control
design optimization. The design optimization can be done to ensure that the error between
the actual and desired trajectory is minimized. Also, one can minimize the control effort
required to solve the trajectory tracking problem using the built-in optimization method in
MPC.
Computation time is the biggest hurdle in adapting MPC strategies for trajectory track-
ing. This research applies a non-feasible active set MPC algorithm (also known as NF-
ASM) that is much faster than the traditional active set methods. It is shown in [1] that
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NF-ASM is faster than other traditional algorithms when applied to plant control applica-
tions. These plant models, however, are time-invariant. This research, on the other hand,
applies NF-ASM to time-varying model of a WMR.
A discrete-time linear time-varying model of a general WMR is used for the simulation.
The two inputs to this linear model are the difference in the actual and desired linear veloc-
ities (v1− vd1) and the difference in the actual and desired steering velocities (v2− vd2). In
this research, we put constraints on these control inputs. In other words, we put constraints
on the deviation of the linear and steering velocities from their reference values. The con-
trol optimization is done to minimize the control effort (i.e. to minimize the magnitude of
control inputs required to solve the tracking problem) and the tracking error. MPC’s in-
herent ability to incorporate input constraints and perform control optimization makes this
possible in a very simple and systematic manner.
The non-holonomy of the WMR, i.e. its inability to perform certain maneuvers in
an instantaneous manner, puts a limitation on the type of reference trajectory that can be
tracked. To ensure that the trajectory meets the nonholonomic conditions, we generate
reference trajectories using the differential equations of the WMR model. Circular and
square trajectories are generated using the differential equations model of the WMR. The
vertices of the square trajectory are replaced by parts of a circle to ensure that the trajectory
is smooth to track (i.e. no instantaneous right-angled turns are required).
We linearize and discretize the WMR model and perform MATLAB simulations to
track these circular and square trajectories. The performance of NF-ASM is compared with
the performance of a traditional active set method known as the Fletcher’s active set method
(FL-ASM) and the QP algorithm commercially available with the MATLAB software.
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It is also shown that, although all the three algorithms are capable of providing satisfac-
tory real-time trajectory tracking performance, NF-ASM is a better choice in terms of the
simulation time and required number of iterations for trajectory tracking if the constraints
on the inputs stay active for a long period during the simulation. On the other hand, FL-
ASM proves to be a better option for trajectory tracking if the constraints on the inputs of
the WMR model do not stay active for a long period during the trajectory tracking process.
MATLAB’s QP algorithm takes the most amount of time out of the three algorithms to
complete the square as well as the circular trajectory tracking.
Constraints become active when the magnitude of the inputs required to achieve the
desired set-point is greater than the magnitude of the limits imposed on the inputs. The
inputs in this case are the linear velocity error and the steering velocity error. Therefore,
the constraints on the inputs will become active when the linear and steering velocities
change by a magnitude that exceeds the limit imposed by the constraints. From a practical
perspective, it means that the constraints have a higher chance of staying active for a longer
period during the trajectory if the speed and the steering velocity keep on changing. Hence,
if there are a lot of turns and a lot of obstacles (or traffic) around the WMR (or a vehicle),
NF-ASM would be a better option for trajectory tracking as it gives better results with the
simulation sets in which the constraints stay active for a longer period.
Chapter 7
Appendices
7.1 MATLAB Code for Circular Reference Trajectory Gen-
eration
Defining the Differential Equations Model:
function [F] = car_xdot( t, x )
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X0 = [0,0,0,atan(1)];
[Tout, Xout] = ode45( @car_xdot, Tvec, X0)











title(’Plot of x vs y - Ref. Trajectory’)
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7.2 MATLAB Code for Square Reference Trajectory Gen-
eration
Defining the Differential Equations Model:
function [F] = car_xdot( t, x )
















[Tout1, Xout1] = ode45( @car_xdot, Tvec, X01);
% Hor. Right
X02 = [0,0,0,0];








































[Tout5, Xout5] = ode45( @car_xdot, Tvec, X05)
Xout(m+1:m+m2,:) = Xout5;
Xout(m+1:m+m2,2) = Xout(m+1:m+m2,2);
























title(’Plot of x vs y - Ref. Trajectory’,’fontsize’,14)
AXIS ([-1 3 -1.5 2.5])
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7.3 MATLAB Code for Trajectory Tracking Using NF-
ASM






Y_total = [0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001];
U_total = [0 0];







% Mobile Robot Parameters




% Mobile Robot variable Model
vd1 = Rr*w; % For circular trajectory
vd2 = 0;
for i= 1:1:Nr
t_d = Xout(i, 3);
phi_d = Xout(i,4);
a = [0 0 -vd1*sin(t_d) 0;0 0 vd1*cos(t_d) 0;
0 0 0 (vd1/L)*(cos(phi_d))ˆ2;0 0 0 0];
b = [cos(t_d) 0;sin(t_d) 0;(1/L)*tan(phi_d) 0;0 1];
[ryt,cyt] = size(Y_total);
[rut,cut] = size(U_total);
% Driving the error to zero
Yd(1) = 0;
Yd(2) = 0;






























title(’(a) Position of the WMR’)
xlabel(’x-axis (meters)’)
ylabel (’y-axis (meters)’)
AXIS ([-1 3 -1.5 2.5]) % For Square Trajectory
%AXIS ([-1.1 1.1 -.1 2.1]) % For Circular Trajectory
% Plots related to NF-ASM
subplot(2,2,2)
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plot(TimePerIter_c1)
title(’(b) Time per Iteration’)
xlabel(’Time Sample (seconds)’)






title(’(c) Number of Iterations Used’)
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)







-1 1]); % For unconstrained solution
subplot(2,2,4)
plot(NumOfActCons_c1)
title(’(d) Number of Active Constraints’)
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)
















ylabel (’Orientation Error Magnitude (radians)’)










title({’(b) Steering Error’; ’(phi-phi_d)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)











title({’(a) X-Position Error’; ’(x-x_d)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)







title({’(b) Y-Position Error’; ’(y-y_d)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)











title({’(a) Linear Velocity Input’; ’(v_1 - v_d_1)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)




ub(1)+.25*ub(1)]); % Not for unconstrained solution
subplot(1,2,2)
semilogx(U_total(:,2))
title({’(b) Steering Velocity Input’; ’(v_2 - v_d_2)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)




+.25*ub(2)]); % Not for unconstrained solution
saveas(gcf, ’p4_c1_s7’, ’eps’)
sprintf(’Num of Iter c1= %d’, sum(NumOfIter_c1))
sprintf(’Time per Iter c1= %d’, sum(TimePerIter_c1))
sprintf(’Cost of c1= %d’, Jval_my)
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7.4 MATLAB Code for Trajectory Tracking Using FL-
ASM






Y_total = [0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001];
U_total = [0 0];







% Mobile Robot Parameters




% Mobile Robot variable Model
vd1 = Rr*w; % For circular trajectory
vd2 = 0;
for i= 1:1:Nr
t_d = Xout(i, 3);
phi_d = Xout(i,4);
a = [0 0 -vd1*sin(t_d) 0;0 0 vd1*cos(t_d) 0;0 0 0
(vd1/L)*(cos(phi_d))ˆ2;0 0 0 0];
b = [cos(t_d) 0;sin(t_d) 0;(1/L)*tan(phi_d) 0;0 1];
[ryt,cyt] = size(Y_total);
[rut,cut] = size(U_total);
% Driving the error to zero
Yd(1) = 0;
Yd(2) = 0;




% Running the MPC Code for FL-ASM
RUN_SIMULATION_MPC
























title(’(a) Position of the WMR’)
xlabel(’x-axis (meters)’)
ylabel (’y-axis (meters)’)
AXIS ([-1 3 -1.5 2.5]) % For Square Trajectory
%AXIS ([-1.1 1.1 -.1 2.1]) % For Circular Trajectory
% Plots related to Fletcher’s Algorithm
subplot(2,2,2)
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plot(TimePerIter_f1)
title(’(b) Time per Iteration’)
xlabel(’Iteration Number’)







title(’(c) Number of Iterations Used’)
xlabel(’Time sample (s)’)







-1 1]); % For unconstrained solution
subplot(2,2,4)
plot(NumOfActCons_f1)
title(’(d) Number of Active Constraints’)
xlabel(’Time sample (s)’)












title({’(a) Orientation Error’; ’(theta-theta_d)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (s)’)
ylabel (’Orientation Error Magnitude (radians)’)
AXIS ([0 max(size(Y_total(2:ryt,3)))







title({’(b) Steering Error’; ’(phi-phi_d)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)









title({’(a) X-Position Error’; ’(x-x_d)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)







title({’(b) Y-Position Error’; ’(y-y_d)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)









title({’(a) Linear Velocity Input’; ’(v_1 - v_d_1)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)
ylabel (’Linear Velocity Input Magnitude (meters/second)’)
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AXIS ([0 max(size(U_total(2:ryt,1)))
+.025*max(size(U_total(2:ryt,1))) lb(1)+.25*lb(1)
ub(1)+.25*ub(1)]); % Not for unconstrained solution
subplot(1,2,2)
semilogx(U_total(:,2))
title({’(b) Steering Velocity Input’; ’(v_2 - v_d_2)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)
ylabel (’Steering Velocity Input Magnitude (radians/second)’)
AXIS ([0 max(size(U_total(2:ryt,2)))
+.025*max(size(U_total(2:ryt,2)))lb(2)+.25*lb(2)
ub(2)+.25*ub(2)]); % Not for unconstrained solution
saveas(gcf, ’p4_f1_s7’, ’eps’)
sprintf(’num of iter f1= %d’, sum(NumOfIter_f1))
sprintf(’total time f1= %d’, sum(TimePerIter_f1))
sprintf(’cost of f1= %d’, Jval_f1)
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7.5 MATLAB Code for Trajectory Tracking Using MAT-
LAB’s QP






Y_total = [0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001];
U_total = [0 0];







% Mobile Robot Parameters




% Mobile Robot variable Model
vd1 = Rr*w; % For circular trajectory
vd2 = 0;
for i= 1:1:Nr
t_d = Xout(i, 3);
phi_d = Xout(i,4);
a = [0 0 -vd1*sin(t_d) 0;0 0 vd1*cos(t_d) 0;0 0 0
(vd1/L)*(cos(phi_d))ˆ2;0 0 0 0];
b = [cos(t_d) 0;sin(t_d) 0;(1/L)*tan(phi_d) 0;0 1];
[ryt,cyt] = size(Y_total);
[rut,cut] = size(U_total);
% Driving the error to zero
Yd(1) = 0;
Yd(2) = 0;




% Running the MPC code for MATLAB’s Quadratic
Programming algorithm
RUN_SIMULATION_MPC
























title(’(a) Position of the WMR’)
xlabel(’x-axis (meters)’)
ylabel (’y-axis (meters)’)
AXIS ([-1 3 -1.5 2.5]) % For Square Trajectory
%AXIS ([-1.1 1.1 -.1 2.1]) % For Circular Trajectory
subplot(1,2,2)
plot(TimePerIter_c1)
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title(’(b) Time per Iteration’)
xlabel(’Time Sample (seconds)’)










title({’(a) Orientation Error’; ’(theta-theta_d)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (s)’)








title({’(b) Steering Error’; ’(phi-phi_d)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)










title({’(a) X-Position Error’; ’(x-x_d)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)









title({’(b) Y-Position Error’; ’(y-y_d)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)









title({’(a) Linear Velocity Input’; ’(v_1 - v_d_1)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)
ylabel (’Linear Velocity Input Magnitude (meters/second)’)
AXIS ([0 max(size(U_total(2:ryt,1)))
+.025*max(size(U_total(2:ryt,1))) lb(1)+.25*lb(1)
ub(1)+.25*ub(1)]); % Not for unconstrained solution
subplot(1,2,2)
semilogx(U_total(:,2))
title({’(b) Steering Velocity Input’; ’(v_2 - v_d_2)’})
xlabel(’Time sample (seconds)’)
ylabel (’Steering Velocity Input Magnitude (radians/second)’)
AXIS ([0 max(size(U_total(2:ryt,2)))
+.025*max(size(U_total(2:ryt,2))) lb(2)+.25*lb(2)
ub(2)+.25*ub(2)]); % Not for unconstrained solution
saveas(gcf, ’p4_qp_s7’, ’eps’)
sprintf(’Total Time for Qprog= %d’, sum(TimePerIter_c1))
sprintf(’Cost of Qprog= %d’, Jval_qp)
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